(9:00am) Opening Remarks

(9:15am) OFER MINTZ (with Imran S. Currim and Ivan Jeliazkov), Marketing, "Consumer pattern of information search and propensity to buy in a field setting"

(9:45am) GEORGE NG, Economics. "Self-Control and Sophistication"

(10:15am) 15-minute Break

(10:30am) BENNETT HOLMAN, Logic and Philosophy of Science, "Controlling for Expectation in Evidence-Based Medicine"

(11:00am) JONATHAN COOK, Economics, "Implementing the Best Public Health Money Can Buy"

(11:30am) TIM RUBIN, Cognitive Sciences, "Modeling Movie Choices and Ratings"

(12:00pm) Break for Lunch

(1:00pm) GIORGIO GOSTI, Institute for Mathematical Behavioral Sciences, "Solving Constraint Satisfaction Problems using an Argumentation Game Algorithm"

(1:30pm) RUEBEN KLINE (with Bernard Grofman, James Fowler, Natalie Masuoka and Scott L. Field), Political Science, "Exchange Networks as Social Hierarchies: Evidence from the Vertical Organization of Faculty Placements in U.S. Political Science Departments"

(2:00pm) 15-minute Break

(2:15pm) ELLIOTT WAGNER, LPS, "The Dynamics of Job Market Signaling"

(2:45pm) MICHAEL ERNST, LPS, "Playing the Favorite"

(3:15pm) 15-minute Break

(3:30pm) KENNY VADEN, Cognitive Sciences, "Phonological speech activity in cortex: similarity, density, and phonotactic frequency"